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Abstract. Several thin layers of an arc plasma column were observed side-on at
different distances from the cathode. The arc was operated in argon at
atmospheric pressure with the arc current equal to 200 A. As the basic diagnostic
method we used the Olsen–Richter diagrams. For determination of temperature
the Larenz–Fowler–Milne and Boltzmann plot methods were applied. Electron
density was measured from the Stark width of the ArII line and continuum intensity.

The plasma near the cathode tip shows axial and radial dependence of its
physical equilibrium state. In the hot core, the plasma is in LTE. Toward outer
zones, the plasma state deviates from LTE. For plasma layers closer to the
cathode, this deviation begins at smaller distances from the axis and for higher
temperatures it vanishes for h > 3 mm. It is caused after all by the ArI ground state
overpopulation. Theoretical estimations of the ArI ground state overpopulation give
results consistent with experiment. Calculations show that this overpopulation is
caused by inward transport of ground state atoms into the plasma column.

1. Introduction

The near cathode zone of an electric arc has been
intensively studied over recent years. For arcs working
at atmospheric pressure, with a current of few hundred
amperes, at distances from the cathode of less than 4.5 mm,
the total intensity radial distribution of the neutral atom
line shows an off-axis maximum (norm intensity). For
plasmas in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) and
constant pressure, the norm intensity is reached for one
temperature value—the norm temperature. It has already
been observed in several experiments that this off-axis
maximum value depends on the distance from the cathode
and has been reported by Haddad and Farmer [1], Haidar
and Farmer [2, 3], Razafinimananaet al [4], in our previous
experiments [5, 6] for argon and by Haidar and Farmer [7]
and Megyet al [8, 9] in nitrogen.

Two explanations are possible. Either the plasma
equilibrium state depends on the distance from the cathode
or pressure gradients exist in the investigated plasma zone.

In our previous publications [5, 6] we presented results
of spectroscopic diagnostics performed for an argon
arc plasma at atmospheric pressure with arc current of
200 A where these phenomena were observed. In the

present paper results of similar experiments but with an
improved experimental set-up and better spectroscopic
plasma diagnostics are described. In the new experiment
we intended to avoid the most important shortcomings
encountered previously. The continuum radiation intensity
and ArIII spectral lines were added in the new experiment
to the list of spectroscopic measurements. We were also
able to construct two Olsen–Richter (OR) graphs for the
same plasma layers using spectral lines emitted by argon
in three consecutive ionization stages.

It was reported by Razafinimananaet al [4] (for argon)
and by Megy et al [8, 9] (for nitrogen) that close to
the cathode, the free electron density derived from the
continuum radiation intensity was not consistent with that
obtained from other spectroscopic methods. In order to
find a reason for these discrepancies and to check the
consistency of results from different diagnostic techniques
we decided to measure the continuum radiation atλ =
468.8 nm. From the radial distribution of continuum
intensity, we were able to construct the OR diagram using
the emission coefficients for the continuum radiation and
480.6 nm ArII line. In order to find which mechanism plays
the dominant role in the phenomenon described above, we
also performed plasma model calculations.
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Figure 1. Experimental set-up: SP, spectrometer; OMA,
OMA III optical multichannel analyser; L, He–Ne laser; HS,
horizontal slit; F filter; AS, aperture stop; CM, concave
mirror; MR flat mirror; MT, step motor driven X –Z movable
table; A, plasma source; AL, achromatic lens; MON,
monochromator; PM, photomultiplier; R, recorder; PC,
computer.

2. Experimental set-up

A schematic of the apparatus used in our experiments is
shown in figure 1. Study of the arc column between the
cathode and first disc was performed side-on. Several thin
layers of the plasma column were observed at different
distances from the cathode tip (0> h > 4.5 mm).

2.1. Plasma source

The applied arc is shown in figure 2. The sharpened rod
of 4 mm diameter, made of 2% thoriated tungsten, was
fixed in a water-cooled copper cone having a 40◦ conical
angle. The gas had small axial velocity and aspired to
the plasma column mainly due to the Maecker effect [10].
The upper part of the arc consisted of three copper disks
with a 5 mm diameter channel in the centre. The third
disc worked as an anode. The first two stabilizing disks
permitted isolation of the cathode region from the influence
of the anode. The arc was placed in a chamber connected
to the pressure control system. Before arc ignition, air was
pumped out from the chamber. Then, the argon flow was
set to a small value (about 0.1 l h−1) to keep pressure in the
chamber close to 4 mbar. The discharge was started by a
short high-voltage pulse. After breakdown, pressure in the
chamber was rapidly raised to slightly above atmospheric.
In this way the chamber protected the entire plasma volume
from diffusion of air very well. The arc was operated
with a pure argon (purity better than 99.995%) flow of
dg = 2.0 l min−1 and the arc currentIarc was 200 A. The
chamber was mounted on anX–Z translation stage whose
motion in the horizontal direction was realized by a step
motor controlled by the on-line computer.

2.2. Acquisition system and experimental procedure

The plasma column was imaged onto the entrance slit
of an Ebert-type spectrometer by a system of mirrors.
An additional horizontal slit reduced the thickness of
the observed plasma column layer to 25µm. The
entrance slit of the monochromator was set to 25µm.
The magnification factor and aperture were 1 and 1:140

Figure 2. Plasma source: A, anode; C, cathode.

respectively. The spectrometer worked in the second
diffraction order with resolution of 150 000 and reciprocal
dispersion of 0.2 nm mm−1.

An optical multichannel analyser (OMA III), equipped
with a linear photodiode array coupled with an image
intensifier, having 800 intensified pixels (25µm×2.5 mm),
was used as the light detector. The photodiode array
simultaneously registered about 4 nm of the spectrum, thus
the line profiles were measured up to their far wings. All
apparatus factors—such as apparatus profile, spectrometer
dispersion, dark current detector signal, its linearity, flat
fielding and stability—were determined or checked.

A He–Ne laser, fixed in the spectrometer dispersion
plane, allowed alignment of the optical system and
measurement of slit width. The laser beam was also used to
determine the position of the observed column layer and its
distance from the cathode tip. A second optical system was
used to control plasma stability by recording the 480.6 nm
ArII total line intensity. The arc current and voltage were
also registered during the experiment.

3. Data treatment and analysis

The measured spectral lines and their most important
parameters are presented in table 1. The side-on measured
spectral line intensity distribution was converted into the
radial distribution of the emission coefficient pixel by
pixel, using the Abel inversion procedure. Inversion was
performed for 96 horizontal arc positions and 200 to
700 pixels depending on the spectral line width under
study. Among many methods of the Abel inversion,
the method based on cubic spline data smoothing was
chosen [11]. After the inversion, the Voigt function with
a linear continuous background was fitted to experimental
line profiles. Total line intensities were calculated using
fitted parameters values, thus the spectral line wings were
automatically included.
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Table 1. Measured spectral lines and their parameters.

Upper Lower Eg Ed
λ(nm) Element level level (eV) (eV)

696.54 ArI 4p[ 1
2 ]1 4s[ 1

2 ]2 13.33 11.55
480.6 ArII 4p4P0

5/2 4s4P5/2 19.22 16.64
397.9 ArII 4d4P0

1/2 4p4S0
3/2 23.08 19.97

396.84 ArII 4p4D0
5/2 3d4D5/2 19.55 16.42

397.47 ArII 4p2D0
3/2 4s4P5/2 19.76 16.64

397.45 ArII 4p2P0
3/2 4s4P0

3/2 19.87 16.75
395.84 ArII 4d4D3/2 4p2P0

5/2 22.81 19.68
398.82 ArII 4d4D5/2 4p2D0

5/2 22.79 19.68
328.58 ArIII 4p5P3 4s5S0

2 25.36 21.62
330.19 ArIII 4p5P2 4s5S0

2 25.37 21.62

Reabsorption analysis and correction was performed
by means of the iterative Abel inversion [12], using
the Planck distribution as the source function. In each
iteration step the temperature and optical depths fields were
determined. Then initial chordal intensities were corrected
for self absorption and the Abel inversion was repeated
with corrected values. For the presented data the correction
factor to the total line intensity due to reabsorption never
exceeded 5% for the 696.5 nm ArI line, 1.5% for the
480.6 nm ArII and 0.5% for other ArII or ArIII lines.

As a basic plasma diagnostic method the Olsen–Richter
(OR) diagram was used [13, 14] which is particularly useful
in analysis of the plasma equilibrium state (see [6] for
details). It is the log–log plot of total emission coefficients
either for two spectral lines emitted by particles in two
consecutive ionization stages or for the spectral line and
the continuum intensity. For a given pressure, such a
dependence may be theoretically calculated using the LTE
plasma equation set. If experimental points in the OR graph
do not follow the ambient pressure isobar, formally two
reasons are possible: either a transition from LTE to partial
LTE state (PLTE) occurs or pressure gradients exist in the
plasma.

We measured the continuum radiation intensity
distribution atλ = 468.8 nm (1λ = 0.005 nm) since for
this wavelength values of the Bibermanξ factor can be
found in the literature. For this wavelength, theξ factor
shows a very weak dependence on the plasma temperature
[15]. The continuum radiation emission coefficientεtot may
be described by the following expression:

ε(λ, Te) = C1neT
−1/2
e

2∑
z=1

nzz
2

{ [
1 − exp

(
− hc

λkTe

)]
× gz,1

Uz(Te, ne)
ξf b(λ, Te, z)

+ exp

(
− hc

λkTe

)
ξff (λ, Te, z)

}
C1 = 16πe6

3c2(4πε0)3(6πmek)1/2

wherez denotes the charge of the ion interacting with free
electrons,ne electron density,nz ions density andgz andUz

are the statistic weight and partition function respectively.
ξff andξf b are the Biberman factors for free–free and free–
bound transitions respectively. Theξ factor for free–bound

Figure 3. Temperature radial distribution in the
layer h = 0.085 mm. (◦) results from the Boltzmann plot for
ArII lines, (M) results from the Larenz–Fowler–Milne
method applied to 480.6 nm ArII line. For clarity only
typical errors are shown.

transitions was taken from the works of Timmermans [16]
and Hofsaess [15] and that for free–free transitions from
Cabannes and Chapelle [17]. It should be noticed that at
temperaturesT ≈ 24 000 K, ArIII and ArII contributions
to the continuum are similar, and the free–free contribution
is about 30% of the free–bound contribution.

4. Results

At distances from the cathode less than 5 mm, the total
intensity of the 696.5 nm ArI line exhibited an off-axis
maximum. In regions closer than 0.5 mm to the cathode
tip the off-axis maximum also appeared for the 480.6 nm
and 396.8 nm ArII lines. In this region ArIII lines were
also detected [18]. The off-axis maximum value of the
696.5 nm line depended on the distance from the cathode
and very close to its surface decreased to about 50% of the
highest value, which was reached at a distance of about
3 mm from the cathode. For distances larger that this limit,
this off-axis maximum stayed constant, in agreement with
previous observations [1, 5, 6].

The norm intensity for ArII lines was independent of
the distance from the cathode which permits application of
the Larenz–Fowler–Milne (LFM) method for determination
of the radial temperature distribution [19, 20]. The
radial temperature distribution was also obtained from the
Boltzmann plot for ArII lines listed in table 1. The
transition probabilities for these lines were taken from the
study by Pellerin [21]. We found very good agreement
between the temperatures determined from both methods.
As an example, the temperature distribution, in the plasma
layer ath = 0.085 mm is shown in figure 3.

The free electron density, in the plasma region with a
temperature above 18 000 K, was determined from the Stark
width of the 397.9 nm ArII line profile [21] and compared
with values calculated from the LTE equations set for the
temperature derived from the Boltzmann plot atp = 1 atm.
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We found agreement within 5%. These results permit us
to conclude that the population distribution of ArII excited
levels was in the Boltzmann–Saha equilibrium forT above
∼ 18 000 K.

4.1. Olsen–Richter diagrams

For the investigated plasma layers, the measured radial
distributions of emission coefficients for the 696.5 nm
and 480.6 nm lines were marked as points in the Olsen–
Richter diagram. To superpose the experimental values on
the theoretical graph, two constants are needed. In our
case we assumed that the highest observed value of the
off-axis maximum for the 696.5 nm line (h > 3 mm)
corresponded to its norm intensity for the plasma in the
LTE state at atmospheric pressure. Taking into account
remarks concerning the Boltzmann–Saha equilibrium for
ArII levels described above, the same assumption was made
for the norm intensity of 480.6 ArII line. In this way the
two necessary constants were determined.

A similar method was applied to construct the
OR diagram for another pair of lines: the 330.1 nm ArIII
and 480.6 nm ArII line. For this graph, two components
of the translation vector in the OR graph should also be
determined. However, the calibration constant for the
480.6 nm line had already been determined in the previous
graph, thus the superposition of experimental points for
ArIII–ArII lines in the OR graph required only one constant.
The results of these procedures are shown in figure 4. It
can be seen that the experimental data for ArIII and ArII
lines can be very well superposed on the curve calculated
for the plasma in the LTE state atp = 1 atm.

In the OR graph for ArII and ArI lines a good agreement
between measured values and the LTE 1 atm isobar is
observed only for high temperatures (T > 17 000 K). As
the investigated plasma layers approach the cathode tip,
disagreement begins to appear for higher temperatures.

Measured values of the continuum radiation emission
coefficient atλ = 468.8 nm were used to trace the third OR
diagram, namely for the continuum radiation and 480.6 nm
ArII line. The translation constant for the 480.6 nm
ArII line was taken from the OR graph described above.
The second constant was determined using the continuum
intensity experimental points obtained for the temperature
range 17 000–18 000 K. In this temperature range, data in
the OR graph for ArI–ArII lines lie on the LTE curve
(figure 4) and the influence of the ArIII recombination
radiation can be neglected. The result of this procedure
is shown in figure 5.

For temperatures below 17 000 K there is a good
agreement between the experimental data shown in figure 5
and the OR graph for ArI–ArII lines (figure 4). In both
graphs results for a plasma layer at a distance 4.5 mm
from the cathode follow the LTE 1 atm isobar. For other
layers, continuum emission data deviate from the LTE 1 atm
isobar in the same manner as the experimental data in the
OR graph for ArI–ArII lines.

The deviation for temperatures above 19 000 K
observed in figure 5 can be explained as the result
of underestimation of the Bibermanξ factor for ArIII

Figure 4. Pair of Olsen–Richter diagrams for the plasma
layers at different distances h from the cathode tip. The
same symbols and same scale for ArII line are used in both
plots. (– – –) LTE isobars with 0.25 atm step, (•)
temperature marks on appropriate curve with 2000 K
increments. Calculated values for T = 15 000 K: (⊗)
h = 0.1 mm, (⊕) h = 0.93 mm (for details see section 5).
Experimental points: (O) h = 0.085 mm, (�) h = 0.51 mm,
(◦) h = 1.1 mm, (M) h = 2.1 mm (♦) h = 4.5 mm. For clarity
only every fourth point is shown.

recombination radiation. This hypothesis is supported by
good agreement between the electron density derived from
the ArII lines intensity ratio measurement (Boltzmann plot)
and the electron density obtained from ArII line broadening
measurements. Since the Stark width of spectral lines
practically depends only on electron density and does not
depend on the plasma state, this conclusion is fairly well
justified.

5. Model calculations

In emission spectroscopy it is not possible to determine
whether experimental points in the OR graph step aside
from the 1 atm isobar because ground state overpopulation
or a pressure gradient exists in the plasma. Theoretical
analysis may help to find arguments favouring one of these
two possibilities. The plasma near the cathode has a conical
shape and the well known Maecker effect [10] produces a
strong flow of the cold gas from the outer, low-temperature
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Figure 5. The Olsen–Richter diagram for continuum
radiation at λ = 468.8 nm and 480.6 nm ArII line for
different distances from the cathode tip. (- - - -) LTE
isobars. For experimental points the same symbols and
scale for the ArII line are used as in figure 4. In the graph
every second point is shown.

parts of the arc towards the axis. The cold gas, composed of
atoms in the ground state, cannot reach LTE immediately.

Deviation from LTE may be described only in the frame
of the collisional–radiative model. One has to solve the
equation set describing the populations of neutral argon
states up to the effective ionization limit. In the case
of argon plasma at atmospheric pressure, the transport of
radiation may be described locally using so-called escape
coefficients. The equation set, giving the population of
the argon states, may be written for a steady state in the
following form:

∇ · (wqnq) = ne

q−1∑
p=1

(npkpq − nqkqp)

−ne

N∑
p=q+1

(nqkqp − npkpq) + nenqkq+ + n2
en1+k

(3)
+q

+nen1+k
(2)
+q3

(2)
+q

−
q−1∑
p=1

nqAqp3qp +
N∑

p=q+1

npApq3pq (1)

wherewq is the drift velocity of atoms in theq state,nq

the density of atoms in theq state, n1+ represents ions
density in the ground state,ne the free electron density,kqp

the rate coefficient for excitation by electronic collisions
from theq to p state,kq+ the rate coefficient for ionization
by electronic collisions,k(3)

+q the rate coefficient for three-

body electronic recombination,k(2)
+q the rate coefficient for

two-body electron recombination,3
(2)
+q the escape factor for

two-body electronic recombination andApq and3pq are the
transition probability and escape factor for transition from
p to q state (Ep > Eq) respectively.

The solution of this equation set is very difficult, thus
in calculation (or rather estimation) of populations we made

several simplifications following Rosado [22]. We assumed
that the system of argon energy levels can be represented
by four effective levels. The first effective state (q = 1) is
the ArI ground level, the second one is formed by ArI 4s
states, the third one (q = 3) is formed by ArI 4p levels and
the last effective state (q = 4) is composed of ArI 5s and
3d states. Each effective state is described by four effective
parametersEq, gq, Aqp, kqp. All these quantities were taken
from the work of Rosado [22], where this approach and the
calculation method are discussed in detail.

It is more convenient to refer the real population in the
q state (nq) to the population when the Saha equilibrium
exists between theq and ionic ground state (nS

q ) and to use
the overpopulation factorδq = (nq/nS

q )−1 and the transport
term Wq = 1/nS

q∇ · (wqnq). We studied the solution of
equation (1) for several temperatures between 12 000 K–
16 000 K. Overpopulation factors for excited states (q > 1)
are of the order of 10−3 to 10−4. They remain negligible
in comparison toδ1. As could be expected, the dominant
effect is the ArI ground state overpopulation, due to the
ground state atoms transport termW1. This overpopulation
derived from the OR graph needs the transport termW1 to
be of the order 104 to 106 s−1, while thermal and ambipolar
diffusion can create a value ofW1 about two orders of
magnitude lower in our experimental conditions [22]. Thus,
inward transport of the ground state ArI atoms should have
another origin than diffusion.

We received from Lowke [23] results of his model
calculation, performed at our request, for the arc plasma
used in our experiments. This model, described in
[24] (for different experimental conditions to those used
here), is based on magneto-hydrodynamic equations and
gives distributions of macroscopic plasma parameters (e.g.
temperature, pressure and plasma velocity created by
Maecker’s effect [10]). Although this model assumes the
plasma to be in LTE it can be used as an first approximation
for the real physical situation. The calculated maximum
temperature was equal to 26 450 K, the overpressure due
to the magnetic pinch did not exceed 2% of atmospheric
pressure. The plasma velocity in the vicinity of the cathode
reached 430 m s−1, showed a strong radial dependence and
had a large radial component. The maximum radial velocity
was equal to 160 m s−1. This means that there was a strong
flow of cold gas from the outer parts of the arc towards the
axis.

In order to compare our calculations with experimental
data, we calculatedW1 and δ1 for two points on the
15 000 K isotherm using the temperature and velocity
distributions calculated by Lowke [23]. Atoms and
free electron density distributions were calculated for this
temperature, using simultaneously the PLTE equation set
and equation (1).

For h = 0.1 mm andT = 15 000 K, we obtainedW1

values as high as−5×105 s−1, which produces the ground
state overpopulationδ1 ≈ 5. This overpopulation ‘locates’
the corresponding point in the OR diagram on the LTE
isobar forp = 0.5 atm and gives an electron density 42%
lower than the LTE value.

For h = 0.93 mm andT = 15 000 K, we obtained
W1 ≈ −5×104 s−1 andδ1 ≈ 0.53. These values correspond
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to the LTE plasma composition forp = 0.86 atm. For
the same plasma layer, at the radial distance whereT =
12 000 K, we obtainedW1 ≈ −5.7× 103 s−1 andδ1 ≈ 1.3,
which is equivalent to LTE pressure of 0.55 atm. It
can be seen from figure 4 that these estimations are in
good qualitative agreement with our experimental results
presented in the OR graph. The presented model allows us
to explain the behaviour of the neutral argon spectral line
intensity distribution.

6. Conclusions

From our analysis one can conclude the following.

(i) The off-axis maximum value of the 696.5 nm line
depended on the distance from the cathode and very close
to its surface it decreased to about 50% of the highest (norm
intensity) value.

(ii) The population distribution of ArII excited
levels was in Boltzmann–Saha equilibrium forT above
∼17 000 K. This conclusion is justified by a very good
agreement between the temperatures determined from the
Boltzmann plot and the LFM method applied to the
480.6 nm ArII line.

(iii) The arc plasma near the cathode tip shows a radial
dependence of the physical equilibrium state. In the outer
zones, the plasma state deviates from LTE atp = 1 atm.
For plasma column layers (slices) closer to the cathode tip,
deviation from the LTE state begins at smaller distances
from the axis and for higher temperatures, even if the
electron density is greater than 1.5 × 1023 m−3. Deviation
from the LTE state decreases with the distance from the
cathode and practically vanishes forh > 3 mm.

(iv) Continuum radiation for temperatures below
∼16 000 K deviates from the LTE isobar in the OR graph
in the same manner as the experimental data for ArI–
ArII lines. Disagreement observed for temperatures above
∼ 19 000 K is in our opinion a result of underestimation of
the Bibermanξ factor for ArIII recombination radiation.

(v) From our calculations it can be concluded that
overpopulation factors for excited states are of the order
10−3 to 10−4. They remain negligible in comparison with
the ground state overpopulation factor. The dominant
impact on ArI ground state overpopulation is the inward
transport of ground state atoms.
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